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PRESS RELEASE: MANITOBA HEALTH COALITION CALLS ON BRIAN PALLISTER TO JOIN FELLOW PROVINCIAL 

LEADERS AND PARTICIPATE IN HEALTH CARE DEBATE 
 
Winnipeg, MB – The Manitoba Health Coalition (MHC) is hosting an all leader’s debate on health care entitled, 
‘Time to Talk about Public Health Care: Leaders Debate’ on August 29, 2019. Three of the four leaders have 
committed to participating with a refusal from Progressive Conservative leader, Brian Pallister – despite 
attempts to accommodate preferred structure and dates.  
 
‘ Health care is the number one issue for Manitobans, and we would expect all leaders to share in this concern 
and participate in this focused debate,’ said Brianne Goertzen, Provincial Director of MHC, ‘It is troubling that 
given a time of immense changes to our health care system that our Premier refuses to participate in a debate 
that provides Manitobans with the ability to ask questions of their party leaders.’  
 
Manitoba’s health care system has experienced many changes over the years in an attempt to increase 
efficiencies and provide better care sooner. However, with the recent early closures of both Seven Oaks and 
Concordia ER departments, reports of understaffing and management issues Manitobans have no shortage of 
questions regarding the state of health care and the plan our elected leaders have to correct course.  
 
‘ We are looking for a productive and constructive dialogue amongst all party leaders something any person 
seeking leadership of our province should be keen to do.’ continued Goertzen, ‘Our debate has garnered 
widespread support from a diverse group of organizations and individuals and we expect Brian Pallister to 
respect those voices and attend.’ 
 
The Manitoba Health Coalition is a non-partisan, non-profit advocacy organization comprised of a diverse 
coalition of organizations and individual Manitoban’s seeking to preserve and expand universal public health 
care in the province. 
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